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The ‘local’ turn – an urban turn?
• Focus on both how policy is implemented ‘on the ground’ and how policy 

is made and remade at sub-na9onal scales
• Urban policy making on sanctuary, refuge, and immigra9on (Ambrosini

2012; Bauder 2019; Caponio 2018; Garcés-Mascareñas and Gebhardt
2020; Kreichauf and Mayer 2021; Scholten 2013)

• Unpacking nego9a9ons of policy and constella9ons of actors, public, 
private, and civil society (Glorius et al. 2019; Hinger and Schäfer 2019; 
Miellet 2019; Schmitz and Räuchle 2019)

• Aspects of mul9-level governance and the tensions and coordina9on of 
different levels (Ambrosini 2021; Spencer 2017; Zapata-Barrero et al. 
2017)

• Mul9ple authori9es and sources of agency, including asylum seekers and 
refugees (Ataç et al. 2020; Darling 2017, 2020; Zill et al. 2020)  



Extrac,on



‘…status decisions make migrants valuable to firms and 
NGOs working in the asylum sector, addressing the needs 

produced by the exclusion from work or other forms of 
care. Migrants’ status value rests in their potenCal 

in/voluntary labour, revenue for service contractors, 
transacCon data and waiCng Cme’ (MarCn 2021:747)



‘…with dispersal, there was the money that came in that allowed 
the city to bring void housing up to standard and get it back into 
use. And areas that had been very much in decline, the services 

weren’t being used, there were new people come into those 
areas and started to use the schools and the shops and things 

like that’ (Fiona, Glasgow)



• Recycling property and extracCng value
• Outsourcing provision and new arrangements of authority
• The city situated within ‘carceral economies’ of value



Experimenta,on



‘A lot of that sort of support structure, obviously didn’t exist in the 
first place, in terms of, for example, immigra<on lawyers, there 

was nothing here, so exper<se had to be built up, and exper<se 
within the local authority. So yes, there’s a lot of community 

support networks and NGOs, but there’s actually a lot of exper<se 
in terms of housing now, in terms of health and so on, but that 

wasn’t the case at the start’ (Mark, Glasgow)



• Support networks and embedding experCse
• Lock-changes and puniCve experiments
• Emergency measures and de facto detenCon



Fric,on



• ‘Municipal acCvism’ and policy pushbacks
• Dispersal as the unintended fostering of dissent 
• The ‘minor’ poliCcs of community and everyday solidarity 
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